
B
e prepared. It's the Scout motto,
and it's usually said with a wry
smile.

I t's only when we're doing something that
we perceive as 'dangerous' that we start to
think about it more seriously. As paddlers,
this might be when we're planning a moving
water or sea trip – we might pack a throwline,
a VHF radio, some lunch. I f we're coaching
or taking responsibi l i ty for others we probably
carry some safety kit with us. But I 'd bet my
boat that most of us simply don't think about it
when paddling out from the Club. I 'm
certainly not suggesting that we should load
our boats down with EPIRBs and emergency
shelters for a gentle float down to the Malta –
but now the water is cold, the nights are dark
and there are fewer people about, we should
at least consider what we might need if thing
go wrong.

Predictably, there's a story behind this
particular topic; if you're sitting comfortably I
shall tel l you what it is …

I'd gone out for a midweek paddle a few
weeks ago, just down to the Malta and back.
There were only two of us, and we were going
fairly gently and chatting companionably. We
were almost back at the Club – just after the

bridge, where the brick wall is – when I heard
a noise. I t sounded like someone sobbing,
but I couldn't see anyone. I paddled on for a
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Club Christmas Party!
Saturday, December 12th, 8pm

The Clubhouse will be transformed into a Winter
Wonderland* on Saturday, December 1 2th, for our
amazing Christmas Party! Just £5 will get you access
to our all-you-can-eat Festive Buffet**, and our all-you-
can-drink Club cups (bring your own drink!) You can
even sit on Santa's*** knee, if that will make you feel
more Christmassy! Please get your tickets in advance
from the website - it's the best £5 you'll spend this
Christmas!

* tinsel on the weights machine. Probably.
**with mince pies!
***Richard's

. . . cont'd on page 3

Club President Paul Newman represents Maidstone Canoe

Club at the opening ofthe new toilets at Yalding. Full story on

page 4!
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Meet a paddler
Mary's well-known in the paddling community, both

locally and further afield. She worked as a

professional outdoor's instructor for many years

before becoming a paramedic, and joinedMaidstone

a year or two ago as part ofthe coaching team.

Mark: So, how long have you been
paddling?
Mary: That's a good question!
Seventeen years. I started through
Scouts, but just did a bit here and a bit
there and really enjoyed it. Then my
Venture Scout leaders were also kayak
coaches, and we got more into it through
that. Then I joined my local canoe Club
which was up in Suffolk, Sudbury Canoe
Club. So it stemmed from Scouts – if I 'd
never joined Scouts I 'd never have got
into kayaking! I wasn't very good at the
start – I 'm sti l l not very good, but I really
wasn't very good! I was one of those
people that hits every bank going up the
river – awful! One of those people that,
as a coach, makes you hold your head in
your hands and say “oh my God”. I was
one of those people! I 've got no balance
either, which was even worse, because
as soon as they got me to stand up in a
boat I fel l out. But seventeen years – it's
a long time!
Mark: What kind ofboating do you mostly
do?
Mary: Just general-purpose kayaking to
start off with, flat water. But I quite
quickly started on white water. I did a trip
to the Alps with the Scouts, which was
supposed to be walking, kayaking and
climbing – I 'm not a climber, I don't do
climbing, hate climbing! I was going to go
walking, that was my plan – you could
split into whatever group you wanted –
but I sprained my ankle ice-skating, so I
stayed with kayaking! We did the
Durance a few times – swum it a few
times! We didn't do the Rabioux [an
infamous rapid on the Durance]. So I
started off quite quickly on whitewater
and really enjoyed it. Again, I wasn't very
good at it – I had a rock radar on my
head tell ing me “there's a rock, paddle
directly to it and fall in!”. But where I l ived
in Suffolk you paddle flat water, and a bit
of white water where you can get it.
From there, the Nene Whitewater Course
wasn't too bad a drive, so we went there
a few times. Then I went to university,
and I chose what uni to go to based on
whether they had a good kayaking Club
or not. I went to Aberystwyth, so lots of
white water, lots of sea and surfy stuff,
and lots of flat water too! So you could
have a great mixture of a day. You could
wait unti l the tide's right and just be
surfing outside the harbour on a little bit
of surf called The Trap. Then as the tide
got less, there was a little grade 2 rapid
going into the harbour, so you could

paddle that. Then if you waited for the
tide to get really high, there was a
surfable wave that went down the harbour
wall – it was dodgy, very dodgy – but it
went all the way down the harbour wall at
high tide. So you could have a day, with
l ittle bit of a break in between, paddling
the three things around Aberystwyth,
just mooching around and having a
barbecue. I didn't do as much work as
maybe I should have done while I was at
university because I spent a lot of time in
a boat!
Mark: Can you tell me about your best
day on the water?
Mary: My single best day on the water
was a couple of years ago, on the Tavy. I
was paddling with a group of people from
Meridian, and it was raining when we got
on, and it rained all day. So it was rising
as we were paddling it, and it was just
awesome! It was just big, bouncy, one of
those days where you get off and you're
smil ing! I 'm sti l l smil ing about it now! It
was a couple of years ago and we just
had a bri l l iant day, paddling down with a
group of friends, it was superb.
I 've had lots of really good experiences,
lots of really good days. I 've been over to
a couple of the whitewater courses in
France, and time on there, wavesurfing in
the sun for the whole day – that's just
perfect, isn't it? I did Slovenia this year,
and all of that was totally awesome. In
fact that's on a par with the Tavy – one of
the days we did the Classic Gorge, and I
was thinking “I could do a bit more”, and
maybe I should have looked at the people
that were in the group going down to do
the Slalom Site and realised I was
nowhere near their level! But I was up for
it, and I did it – one roll at the bottom, but

it was pretty good! My paddling was
probably the best it's ever been on that
day, so it was good, really fantastic. A
sunny day on the water, whether you're
paddling on flat water or whitewater, is
fantastic. I 've done a couple of trips on
the river Wye, 64 miles over 5 days, and

Mary, modelling her favourite Palm drysuit, paddling with friends and smiling as always!

Andy and his son recently completed one ofour

beginner courses. Here's what Andy had to say

about it:

A
fter trying on a couple of
occasions to book a place on
the beginners course, I finally

booked a place for my son and myself.

On arrival, the first thing was the
difference in ages who attend. The two
instructors who took the course were
friendly and cheerful throughout the day,
and made the day a very enjoyable
experience, to the stage that we both are
joining. Many thanks to Maidstone
Canoe Club! There were a few aches the
following morning, but if there is anyone
out there that is looking at trying this but
l ike me, think that you may be a little to
old to try it - well don't, go and do it! You
wil l find a warm welcome, and you wil l
also find that this is for all ages. Again,
thank you MCC!

By Andy, a tired and slightly aching person :)

A New Paddler's
Experience

. . . cont'd on page 4
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Geoff Hunter: Circumnavigation of the
British Isles

A
s one of the founding members
of Maidstone Canoe Club,
before it even had that name,

Geoff has a very long association with
us and is the only member with a
longer history in the club than me.

However, not many members are
aware that he is, indeed, an Honorary
Life Member, retaining that status even
while he lived in the Lleyn Peninsula,
North Wales for a few years. I hope he is
sti l l a member on the clubs books, and
should sti l l be receiving newsletters and
notices.

A paddler who embraced most
aspects of paddlesport, he special ised in
sea paddling, his particular passion.

Having built boats at school, with the
plywood stitch and glue method
developed by his woodwork teacher Ken
Littledyke (of Kayel Kayaks fame), he
was there when Oliver Cock, the then
National Coach came to ask Ken to build
him a copy of a Greenland kayak as used
by the Inuit (who used to be erroneously
called the Eskimos). As Geoff described
the ensuing craft, “. . .eighteen feet eight
inches long, nineteen across the beam,
with a bow like a swordfish and the lure
of a beauty queen". Geoff built himself
one, and then decided to have a great

holiday, a circumnavigation of Britain.
24 years old at the time, in May 1 970

when he set off from Maidstone to start
the paddle by going down the tidal river
to Sheppey in one bash, he admits that
despite having paddled slalom and doing
some racing, an expedition would be a
new thing for him. So, down the Medway
and turn left. Anti clockwise to save the
best, the west coast, for last. His training
was completed en route.

Many people assisted him with
overnight accommodation, and he has
very complimentary words to say about
the Coastguards, who were particularly
helpful. With the demise of the

Coastguard system which existed then, it
would be a different story today if we
decided to emulate his solo journey in a
boat with very little storage, which,
incidentally, persuaded him not to carry a
tent.

After some serious paddling up the
East Coast Geoff decided that he was
running out of time to complete his
journey down the West Coast and back
to Maidstone before the end of summer
so decided to take a “short cut”, east to
west through the Caledonian canal rather
than facing the far north of Scotland and
the Pentland Firth. A decision which
resulted in headwinds right through the
canal. Club paddlers who have done the
Caledonian from west to east wil l vouch
that it would be no joy with a big
headwind in Loch Ness.

Coming out of the canal and heading
south (downhil l?), although on the home
stretch, there were sti l l some very big
seas with wind against tide producing five
foot plus waves. The Mull of Galloway,
the next serious bit of water saw perfect
conditions with Geoff using the eddies
close to the coast to get to the Mull itself
using the advice of a local fisherman.
Rounding the Mull into Luce Bay and
watching the race offshore was, he said,
“satisfying”. Making his way along Luce
Bay and to the Solway Firth he headed
for Kipford.

The intention was to cross the Solway
Firth from Kipford to Workington.
Heading across in a heavy swell , and
having to brace, he broke his paddle. On
this occasion he was unable to roll back
upright and so swam. Realising he was
at least five miles off Workington he knew
he was in a “survival situation”. He
decided that rather than being carried
towards Ireland by an ebb tide he would
head to the buoy he could see. By now
back upright, having done a re-entry and
roll with half a paddle, he had trouble
turning the boat and paddling to the
buoy. Jumping out of the boat, tying the

Geoff, Life Member, recalls his trip 35 years ago

. . . cont'd on page 4

cont'd from page 1 . . .

bit, and heard it again – it was definitely an
adult crying, and now that I looked I could
see a faint torch beam shining up from the
ground. We stopped, cl imbed out the
boats, and lying there in a puddle was a
fisherman, obviously in a pretty bad way.
Excellent, I thought, I 've just completed my
Outdoor First Aid course. I 've got this
under control. I approached the casualty
in the prescribed way, cheerful ly
announcing that I was here to help. Next,
check that the area is safe … actually, it's
pretty dark here. I didn't bring a torch - I
can't see if it's safe or not. Luckily there is
one lying next to the casualty, so I can use
that. After assessing the casualty (he had
drunk one too many tins of lager, sl ipped
and dislocated his knee, and was starting
to become hypothermic), I needed to make
him comfortable. I had nothing – nothing
at all . That's ok, I thought to myself – I
need to call an ambulance anyway, he
won't be there long. I 'l l just call them now
… on my phone … which is in the
Clubhouse …

In the end, we flagged down some
passing cyclists who not only had a phone,
but also a basic first aid kit and a foil
blanket. Sean the Fisherman was whisked
off to Pembury, and it al l ended well . But I
was very aware that, despite being
recently and extensively trained, I 'd had to
rely on passers-by for essential equipment.
I f Sean the Fisherman had been more
seriously injured, the extra delay could
have been critical. Needless to say, when
I got home I took a long hard look at the
equipment I carry for my regular paddles.
At the very least, I 'd suggest that you
seriously consider spending £1 5 on an
AquaPac case for your phone and wearing
it around your neck on your next paddle –
you can't always rely on a well-equipped
cyclist to be passing.

See you on the river!

Mark Corti, Editor
newsletter@maidstonecanoeclub. net

Adventure Paddler's
Weekend

Paddler's tales at the Dart Country
Park, 4-6th December. Gene1 7's
annual paddlefest - courses and
masterclasses for all levels during the
day, and talks from some of the
country's best whitewater paddlers in
the evening. Stil l a few spaces left -
mail lee@maidstonecanoeclub.net for
details.

The "Nimrod", restored to seaworthiness. Quite a craft to

paddle around Britain.



S
o, where to begin on what was
such an amazing weekend full of
fun, laughs and most importantly

my first experience of whitewater
paddling?

Having made a rather last-minute
decision on the Thursday morning that I
would l ike to join the group at the
weekend and after their efforts to arrange
transportation of a boat and myself, I was
off to the river Tryweryn in Wales.

We arrived around midnight and I was
faced with my first challenge of the
weekend; erecting a tent! Feeling slightly
daunted but determined, I completed the
task at hand and was tucked up in my
sleeping bag by around 1 am. After a
slightly restless sleep, it was off to the
cafe for a hearty breakfast to set us up for
the day and I had my first gl impse of the
water that I would later be tackling.

Feeling excited but sl ightly anxious, I
headed to the Lower Tryweryn for safety
checks and a briefing with Bil l and Niki
and we were all set. Bil l was kind enough

to be my coach for the day and my first
task was breaking into an eddy. On my
third attempt I experienced my first swim
which I quite enjoyed strangely enough;
my first legitimate release from my deck
and the water not being as cold as I had
anticipated, I was itching to get straight
back in and try again. We then headed
down river all the while being coached by
Bil l on breaking in and out and ferry
gliding. Being surrounded by a great
group of people and Bil l at my side, my
confidence was growing by the second
and I was feeling quite comfortable
tackling the grade two's and unbeknown
to me, would soon be facing my first
grade three - to quote Bil l "there is a
section of sl ightly bouncier water coming
up soon"! Thanks for the warning Bil l !!
Making it through Boulder Gardens
without swimming was for me, my biggest
achievement of the weekend. The
adrenaline was pumping and I would
have happily done the whole section
again if I could have.

The day on the river was coming to a
close and my last break out was by far
the most important. . . . . . . .apparently I
would have ended up in Liverpool if I 'd
missed it! Can't say I 'm totally convinced
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A First Tryweryn
Trip

Steph, all ready to paddle!
. . . cont'd on page 5

S
aturday 31 October saw the long
awaited (I had my legs crossed
for months) formal opening

(whew!) of the Boaters Toilet and
Shower facilities at Yalding.

I was present at a meeting with the
Environment Agency when Phil Munslow,
the River Medway Manager for the EA
announce that the EA were considering
replacing the defunct toi let block on the
Lees at Yalding. The snag was that with
putting in canoe/fish passes, refurbishing
locks and sluices, there was no money to
do it. A sum around £40k was
mentioned. I suggested that there might
be some funds from South East Region
of Canoe England, where I was sti l l
Secretary. I suggested it to the SER
Committee and they agreed it would
augment the bid for the old Marlin site
(river left downstream of the bridge), and
also agreed to put up £3k as a starter so
that bricks could be purchased. With
their reduced wealth the EA had already
built footings at the site. Canoe England
who had been involved in obtaining the
site below the bridge from EA then also
agreed to add to the funds by £1 2k.

Other funds were donated, including a
sum from Medway River Users
Association, which carried the work
forward.

West Kent College building studies
provided some free students, Becky, one

of the EA staff did sterl ing work, as did
many others. Many voluntari ly. Ronan,
who lives at Yalding and is an ex member
of MCC laid the floor ti les and underfloor
heating.

£1 sees the door open and your use
for 1 0min. Perfectly adequate for a

shower or luxurious toi let stop in the
warm (did I mention underfloor heating?)
The charge funds the running costs and
also the cleaning by EA staff. Try it, you
wil l be impressed!

By Paul Newman
president@maidstonecanoeclub. net

A Convenient
Convenience

The new toilets have proved a popular place to meet other river users.
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Join Medway River Users Association
FREE!

Keep abreast of developments, lock closures, pound drainages, canoe pass
works and loads more.
Paul Newman (Club President) has been attending meetings for years,
representing the Canoe England South East Region (and Maidstone Canoe
Club), and passing on information to the Regional Committee as well as the
MCC club newsletter and Hon Sec.
Why not get the info, first hand at NO cost? It is our home water after all!
It is easy – just Google MRUA, go to the “Contact Us” page, sign in and
state “new member” in the comments box. All news arrives by email.

Geoff Hunter: Circumnavigation of the
British Isles

painter to his waist and swimming, it took
him a further estimated forty minutes to
get to the buoy. His account of the epic
needed to mount the buoy (remember it
was one of the huge navigation buoys) is
sobering.

Having left for the crossing at
1 200hrs, he saw a coaling ship and a tug
while on the buoy, but by 21 00hrs he was
wondering, not having been picked up,
whether the coastguard had raised the
alert and whether he would be found. By
now, his kayak, ful l of water, named
“Nimrod” had snapped her painter (Geoff
had been unable to hoist her on to the
buoy and had tied her to the
superstructure), and had drifted off with
the tide, food, flares and all .

He spent the night on the buoy,
struggling to stay awake and not fal l off.
By 0630hrs the mist had lifted, he could
see the chimneys of Workington, the tide
was starting to flood so that, at 0700hrs
he slipped into the cold water and started
to swim. A very long, very cold swim.
Around half a mile from the beach,
having blown his whistle for a passing
fishing boat, which did not hear him, a
dinghy, which had heard him, dragged
him over the stern and he was taken to
Maryport Cottage Hospital. A few days
later, having recovered from the
hypothermia, he was informed that the
coastguard had found his boat on a slag
heap just a few hundred yards from his
lookout. Unfortunately it was wrecked
and unusable. A replacement was
brought up from Maidstone, and the
journey continued “three months and one
week” after he had started the journey.

Crossing Morecambe Bay he found
interesting with the sandbanks and
confl icting sea state and currents, but
made it to Fleetwood from Barrow, a
twelve mile crossing. He had no
neoprene spraydeck and so was
continually concerned by the amount of

water he shipped into the cockpit,
eventually devising a “suck-pump” with a
length of polythene scrounged from a
fishing boat. Gales had been a feature of
the west coast and were to follow him,
offering a brief respite for the crossing of
the Bristol Channel, fourteen miles from
Nash Point in Wales to Minehead on the
English side.

By October Geoff had reached Lands
End and the weather was distinctly
autumnal.

The south coast brought further
excitement as the weather deteriorated
but eventually he returned to the Medway
and his reception in Maidstone by the
canoe club, the mayor and ex
workmates.

“The Mayor departed and the crowd
dispersed, leaving the rest of us
to. . . . .celebrate. . . . . .crowned by a firework
display down at the club barge. . . . . .where
the Maidstone Canoe Club made me a
Life Member in recognition of my exploit”.

Nimrod, the kayak, went to Exeter
Maritime Museum, then to Berwick
Museum, sti l l unrepaired after the
shipwreck. Geoff brought it down to
Kent, repaired it, and, just three weeks
ago, in perfect weather, he and his three
sons re-enacted the start of his epic
paddle down to Gil l ingham from the
canoe club. Mick Wibrew, another long
distance sea paddler of note was there
amongst Geoff’s wife, daughter, and
friends to see him off, and I escorted
them as far as All ington Lock in the club
K2, paddling with a visiting Australian
friend Mick Kane, with whom I had
competed at the World Masters in
Edmonton, Canada.

A solo paddle around the coast of the
British Isles is a serious undertaking, with
huge mortal risks. As Geoff succinctly
put it, “the trick is to do it and succeed”.

By Paul Newman
president@maidstonecanoeclub. net

cont'd from page 3 . . .

they were really fantastic, with good
people. Loads of good trips – it's really
hard to single one out!
Mark: What about coaching? You used
to coach at Arethusa, and you nowdo
some coaching here at the Club.
Mary: I don't coach as much now as I 'd
l ike to, my job doesn't fit around it so well .
I started coaching when I started my first
outdoor education job, which was in
Wales in 2003. I did my Level 2 training
there, and we paddled on a lake and very
much did taster session. Over the years
I 've got up to being a Level 3 coach (old
style), I 've done whitewater safety &
rescue courses and things. I 've done a lot

of flatwater coaching, with a lot of kids
over the years, up to 2*, and a little bit with
adults. At Arethusa that's what I did the
most of, whereas here at Maidstone I 'm
working with the adults more. When
you're coaching adults I feel you get a bit
more out of it - personally I find that. But I
do like coaching kids, you've got to put a
different slant on your coaching with the
kids to what you do with adults. I t's been
quite a big part of my life for quite a long
time. I was Head Paddlesport Coach at
Arethusa, which was quite a big thing. I
was Senior Instructor of Watersports as
well , so I had all the budget and the say-
so! I t was a big part of my life and I 'd l ike
to get more back into it. This year I
haven't done that much, but next year
hopefully, fingers crossed, I can do a bit
more!
Mark: Do you have a favourite bit of
paddling kit that you wouldn't be without?
Mary: I have to say that since buying a dry
suit, I wouldn't be without it! For years
and years and years I had separates, and
thought I l iked them, and there was no
problem with them at all . And then you
buy a dry suit and think “why didn't I do
this before?”. I t's amazing – even my first
one that wasn't very good was sti l l better
than separates! You keep dry, you keep
warm – you might get a little bit of
dampness, but that's the worst you get.
When you swim in separates, you sti l l get
wet – you swim in a drysuit and you sti l l

Meet a paddler
cont'd from page 2 . . .

On the slalom course in her big boat. Still smiling!
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A Paddler's List for Santa

M
aidstone Canoe Club encourages all members to work towards
obtaining their own kit.

So, if you’re stuck for things to put on your l ist for Santa, or you’re a
parent/partner/carer looking for ideas, have a look at the following ideas.

Please note that the costs shown are for beginner level kit, and are approximate;
the cost can be much higher! I f you’re not sure what spec kit to buy, please have a
chat with any of the more experienced paddlers at the club, they’l l be very happy to
offer advice – it can be very easy to buy the wrong thing!

The list is aimed at those that paddle general purpose kayaks. Racing / marathon
paddlers, and open canoeists, wil l have different needs.

Ear plugs (~£5)
Nose clip (~£5)
First Aid Kit (~£1 0)
Dry Bag (~£1 0)
Skull cap (~£1 5)
Paddle mitts (or pogies) (~£20)
Tow line* (~£35)
Airbag(s) (~£25)
Spray deck*+ (~£30 nylon / ~£50 neoprene)
Waterproof shoes / boots+ (~£30)
Throw line* (~£35)
Helmet+ (~£30)
Paddle+ (~£45)
Buoyancy Aid+ (~£50)
Cagoule+ (~£60)
Waterproof trousers (~£80)
+ these are basic items that all regular paddlers should aim to get for themselves.
* these items, in particular, should only be used after receiving correct instruction.

By Steve Chinn
steve. chinn@maidstonecanoeclub. net

Meet a paddler
cont'd from page 5 . . .

get off dry! I have a Palm Element, which
is the Palm ladies' drysuit. I t's very good –
it's ladies' fit, so it fits very well , and also it
has a bottom flap! So, all importantly, you
can go to the toi let when you need to. All
these men have zips, and you can't use
that – but the bottom flap is bri l l iant! I t's a
good drysuit – my old one was quite bulky,
but this one just feels l ike a cag and dry
trousers. I t's a good bit of kit.
Mark: I've got a newquestion I'm testing
out for the interviews: Whydo you
paddle?
Mary: I l ike being outside. My biggest
thing is I just love been outside.
Obviously as an outdoor instructor I was
outside all the time – now I'm not outside
hardly at all . All of my activities I do are
outside activities – I walk, I geocache, I
cycle, and I kayak. Just being out there in
the elements. I think it's very sociable as
well , kayaking. I 've got lots and lots of
kayaking friends, and I love challenging
myself. Whether that's challenging myself
to paddle to the Malta which I haven't
done for a couple of months, and come
back all achey-armed, or challenging
myself down a grade IV bit of river, it's
challenge, isn't it? I t's trying to push
yourself to be better – I wouldn't ever say
I 'm very competitive, but I do like pushing
myself, and I l ike learning new things. I
quite l ike going on courses when I can -
I 've just been on an open canoe
whitewater course – and I 've done that
because I l ike learning and I l ike pushing
myself to new levels, and kayaking gives
me that opportunity.
Mark: Final question: where would you
like your paddling to be in 5 years?
Mary: I 'd l ike to be confident paddling
grade IV. At the moment I get on grade IV
with slight apprehension and worry, and
I 'd l ike to be confident paddling at that
level. And maybe branching out a little bit
– I 've very much stuck myself into plastic
kayaking, but I 'd really l ike to buy myself
an open canoe and get into canoeing.
Unfortunately I don't have garage space at
the moment, but that wil l come! And I 've
got on my bucket l ist to do the Liffey
Descent, and I 've got on there to do the
DW at some point! But I 'm not sure that's
in five years, I think that's a longer plan
than that. And do a bit of coaching and
enjoy myself while I 'm kayaking!
Mark: Thank you verymuch for that –
good luckwith the paddling!

By Mark Corti andMary Cutts
mary. cutts@maidstonecanoeclub. net

Throwing some moves in the little boat. A dry suit's not needed when you're paddling in the sunshine! (Although you

can't see it, she's smiling in this photo as well!)



A
lthough I believe books on
paddlesport are a source to be
critically absorbed by the

reader, and can be useful in supplying
information to the paddler, the proof
of the pudding must be the translation
to the water.

“Canoeing” by Wil l iam Bliss is one
such book, which, although immensely
absorbing, needs to be taken with some
scepticism. If this sounds presumptive

and harsh, bear in mind that it was
written and published in 1 934.
I t claims to describe, “The Art and

Practice of Canoeing on English Rivers,
Navigations and Canals…… ”, and, in
addition to descriptions of craft (types,
cost, transport to water), propulsion
(paddling techniques), camping, and river
types he offers a selected list of
paddleable waters (including an intriguing
description of the Medway). Nostalgic
comments such as, “Above Maidstone
the river is much frequented and should
be especially avoided during hop-
picking”, and his suggested highest start
point, Ashurst in higher water, or
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A First Tryweryn Trip
cont'd from page 4 . . .

that would have happened though Paul!
All "home" safely with beers in hand it

was soon time to be heading to the local
town for an evening of food, drinks, more
laughs and the odd sing song. A great
day and evening had by all .

Although feeling totally exhausted, I
didn't sleep a wink unti l around an hour
before we were due to be waking (don't
you just hate it when that happens) but
was pleasantly surprised being woken by
Richard with a cup of tea so the day was
off to a good start. After another hearty
breakfast we were heading to the Upper
river for a play and I had the opportunity
to practise some newly learned
techniques. I had a couple of swims
which were a slight shock to the system;
cooler temperatures and wearing wet
gear from the previous day, I was starting
to feel cold for the first time. Nothing that
a cup of tea wouldn't fix so while the
group completed the upper, that's exactly
what I had. Now feeling refreshed and

raring to go again, we headed to the
lower for more fun and coaching. My
whitewater paddling experience was now
coming to a close but with one final
challenge ahead; getting undressed and
into dry clothes, in the middle of a car
park, surrounded by men and a few
random strangers without revealing all! I
think I did quite well!

An amazing weekend with an
awesome group of people. A big thank
you to Ben for driving the boat and I ,
Richard for the use of some of his
paddling gear, Paul for arranging such a
great weekend and keeping an eye on
me and a special thank you to Bil l and
Niki for sacrificing your paddling time to
look after me, and not forgetting the other
group members; Jul ian, Ian, Lee, Pete,
Dido and Aleks for your company and
support. Unti l the next time . . .

By Stephanie Pickles

Happy paddlers enjoying a well-deserved post-paddle pint to lubricate the throat before the singingI

"Canoeing": A
Book Review

Penshurst in moderate water, take no
account, as we must, of riparian
ownership and permissions to get on the
water. Golden days. He does not confine
himself to the non-tidal river but goes
down to “Port Victoria (disused)(First
available low water landing)" sic. And on
to Sheerness with the advice,”if
proceeding round Garrison Point to the
Sea Front beware of groyne running out to
dolphin”.

His advice on paddling techniques are,
perhaps, the most contentious to the
modern reader, with the confusion added
by him on nomenclature of craft and the
paddles used. His opening comment to
Chap. 3 i l lustrates this, “There are three
more or less usual methods ofpropelling a
canoe (sic) through the water, namely,
with a single paddle, with a double-bladed
paddle, and by punting or poling”. The
differences between craft and techniques
being ignored is actually, to my mind,
quite advanced (perhaps unintentionally).
The actual descriptions of technique suffer
in any written form - if not simple and
totally accurate and understandable, you
might as well not bother. “A picture paints

a thousand words”, so that watching a
good paddler, or coach (together with the
timely tips a good coach can offer), saves
much misunderstanding and trouble. Bliss
acknowledges the problem, but sti l l
persists, “It is very difficult to explain, but I
will try”.

On forward paddling and steering using
canoe technique with a single blade, he
has this to say, “your steering will be a
part of your forward propulsion of the
canoe……your paddle will at certain

. . . cont'd on page 8



W
hat would you do if you had
1 32 days off next year?

Since you're reading the Maidstone
Canoe Club Newsletter, I 'm hoping that
you'd spend at least some of them
paddling. Maybe even all of them.
Maybe you'd go on a big trip, an
adventure. I t turns out, you do! I f you
add up all the weekends, Bank Holidays,
and statutory leave, you'l l have 1 32 free
days in 201 6. The problem is, of course,
that it's fragmented – a couple of days
here and there. There aren't many jobs
where you can say to your boss “I 'm
going to take all my weekends at once
this year. See you in May sometime”.
Your family might have something to say
about it also! When Alastair Humphreys
(www.alastairhumphreys.com) had this
realisation, the microadventure concept
was born.

Alastair's one of the few “professional”
adventurers in the UK, and spends much
of his time (more than me, anyway) on
“proper” adventures – walking across the
Empty Quarter, rowing across the Indian
Ocean, and so on. But even with this
enviable l ifestyle, he sti l l spends the
majority of his time at home here in the
South East. He invented the
microadventure concept to get out more,
and, equally importantly, to inspire us
lesser mortals to do the same. So, what
exactly is a microadventure? Put simply,
it's any out-of-the ordinary outdoor
experience you can squeeze in to your
regular l ife. And not just a weekend
away with the Club (although that's
always an adventure!), but other, even
more local trips. For instance, how many
of us have a regular commute to work?
Probably we take the same route every
day, perhaps on the train, passing the
same trees and hil ls every day … which
we never go to, and hardly even see.
So, one day after work, why not walk or
ride your route? You'l l get a totally
different perspective on your commute.
Get yourself some chips on the way
home for tea. And when you find
somewhere nice, somewhere out of the
way, unroll your bivi bag and stay there.
Why sleep in a bed when you can sleep
under the stars? Then, in the morning,
walk to the nearest station and get back
on the train – same carriage, same seat
as always.

Whether you commute or not, the
point is that there are hundreds of
corners near to where we live that we've
never been to – and by getting outdoors,
on foot, on a bike, or in a boat, we can
explore them. To me, the thing that
really puts the “adventure” into Alastair's

microadventure idea is sleeping wild,
just a bivi bag in the corner of a field. To
encourage the nervous in this (and that
includes me), he suggests some basic
things to look for when planning a spot to
sleep: “Things to look for to find a great
microadventure spot: lots of contour lines
with a flat bit at the top, green areas of
woodland, blue areas of water, walls to
hide behind. Look for a footpath leading
off the road and into the quieter areas. ”
Or, fai l ing that, just turn up in the dark.
Get yourself some chips, walk out of the
vil lage a little, and hop over the first wall
you come to.

Hopefully this wil l inspire you. Take a
look at Alastair's website for ideas – he's
got lots. As kayakers and canoeists,
we've got even more options for
adventure – there are always new rivers,
streams, lakes to explore. I t's not just
about the Malta and back (although that's
nice too, and there are wild-camping
opportunities even on that short stretch).

Anyway, I have to go – my chips are
getting cold, and my bivi bag needs
unroll ing …

By Mark Corti
inspired by www.alastairhumphreys. com
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#microadventure "Canoeing": A
Book Review
cont'd from page 7 . . .

moments be acting something like a
screw, but it will be a sentient and not a
mechanical screw: a screw capable of
having imparted to it by your hands and
brain an infinite variety of thrust, and
always a forward thrust.” Sorry, say that
again?

However, referring to kayak technique
he says,”With regard to double paddling
there is little to say”, and goes on to say
that it “involves nothing like the same art”
(as canoe technique).

The perspective of, probably, one of
the movers and shakers of paddlesport in
the early part of the 1 930’s gives a
fascinating insight into how things have
changed. There is a section in the book
commenting on the push/pull action of
paddling, where Bliss admits he does not
know which hand does most work. Bil l
Young, one of my early coaches when I
left university and came to Kent was an
aspirant racing paddler for the 1 936
Olympics, and he gave information about
the push phase being of most importance
whereas with strain gauges and scientific
research into the forward paddle stroke in
both canoe and kayak technique it is now
recognised in forward paddling that the
hand closest to the water does the most
work - the pull ing hand.

At 288 pages the coverage is wide,
and also includes a fold out map of rivers
and navigations at the back of the book.

By Paul Newman
president@maidstonecanoeclub. net

Freeze-dried food is ok for masochists, but nothing

beats a Chinese takeaway!

On the map below Alastair haa ringed some good-looking spots close to a random, rural railway station to give you

an idea ofhow simple this is. With a bivvy bag you need only a tiny bit offlat ground out ofsight to passers-by. I have




